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TEACH & LEARN
SPANISH™

• Step-by-Step Lesson Plans
• Pronunciation & Song Cds
• Picture & Word Flashcards

• Games, Songs, Worksheets
• Vocabulary for Everyday Life
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D
 Designed For:

Child Care Centers
Home Educators

Spanish Immersion Families
Elementary Schools
Families with Kids

Tutors

PRODUCT

BROCHURE

  A Remarkable Curriculum 
for Spanish Teachers 

of Children Ages 3 to 8!
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You are probably well aware that early childhood programs through-
out the United States are now offering Spanish as a regular part of 
their curriclum. Spanish immersion elementary schools have waiting 
lists and are opening and growing at record rates across the coun-
try. Parents are searching for help to prepare their children with a 
second language during the preschool years. Now your childcare 
center or preschool can help them! 

Teach & Learn Spanish™ is a remakable new curriculum that will 
empower your preschool or childcare center to become and remain 
competitive with the thousands of centers that already offer Span-
ish. I would love to set up a meeting with you and explain how this 
can effectivly, affordably and quickly be achieved at your location(s).  

Theresa Gunderson
Exective Director, O’Neill Language Academy, Inc.
Author, Teach & Learn Spanish™
www.oneilllanguage.com
director@oneilllanguage.com
651.264.0404

Stay Competive!
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Teach & Learn Spanish™ is a fun, creative and user-friendly  Span-
ish curriculum for ages 3-8. Teach & Learn Spanish™ is designed 
for teachers who don’t know any Spanish at all, for teachers who 
are fluent in Spanish and all levels in between! Teach & Learn 
Spanish™ makes it easy for any teacher to provide their students 
with a Spanish class they will love!
 
Parents will be delighted when you tell them they have the option 
to review the same vocabulary and songs at home that they learn 
at school, even if they don’t know any Spanish! Free interactive 
parents newsletters are a part of Teach & Learn Spanish™.

With Teach & Learn Spanish™ you don’t have to hire a Spanish 
teacher or vendor if you don’t want to. It is designed so that class-
room teachers can teach Spanish even if they have never studied 
Spanish before! Read through this brochure and you will learn how 
this is easily achieved! In fact classroom teachers often volunteer 
to be “The Spanish Teacher” because it is so much fun and they 
get to learn or brush up on Spanish too! However, if you decide 
to hire a Spanish teacher, or if you already have one on staff, this 
is an ideal curriculum for them to use!   Everything is provided to 
them which eliminates preparation time!
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Excellent  
Reviews!

Teach and Learn Spanish has been so 
easy to use for all of our Toddler and Pre-
school/PreK teachers. Most of our teach-
ers had very little Spanish background/
knowledge and have enjoyed the user 
friendly curriculum and CD’s. Theresa has 
been an amazing help to our staff with 
on-site training workshops and being 
available to answer our many questions. 
Our students look forward to Spanish 
class each week! 

Christine DeBoer
Director of Early Education
New Life Academy
Woodbury, , MN

My girls LOVE learning and I love teaching 
Spanish wth Teach & Learn Spanish!!! We 
listen to the CD in the car a lot, and they are 
so proud of counting to 12 :)! The activities 
are great, and it is so nice everything can be 
adapted for such a wide age range! It is also 
nice because I can reuse the material each 
year and focus on different aspects as my 
children grow:)! Thank you!

Chelsea Anderson
Homeschool Parent, Ages 5, 4, 19 mo.
Wabasha, MN

Teach & Learn Spanish has so many tools 
and techniques to get children excited 
about Spanish every week. My favorite 
part about how it’s designed is that it al-
lows me as a teacher to tailor my lessons 
to each group (based on ages and in-
terests) as well as choose what to teach 
based on what is relevant to each class. 

Samantha B.
Classroom Teacher
Especially for Children 
 Eden Prairie, MN

My students ages 2-5 LOVE the Teach & Learn 
Spanish curriculum, and the lessons are very 
easy for me to follow. Everything is laid out so 
well and the pronunciation guides are espe-
cially helpful. My students are always excited 
for “Spanish Day”! 

Julie Hove
Classroom Teacher
 Especially for Children 
Bloomington, MN
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My staff just had a Spanish training with 
Theresa Gunderson, the creator and au-
thor of Teach & Learn Spanish and it was 
great! We are planning to start the month-
ly Spanish lessons with our preschool 
classrooms and might expand into our 
toddler classrooms in the future. Theresa  
taught my staff about the curriculum and 
she came prepared with all kinds of props 
and visuals. I am very happy that we are 
implementing Teach & Learn Spanish cur-
riculum and having Theresa coming out to 
train us was very helpful! Thanks again!!

Danielle 
Childcare Program Director
Lasting Impressions 
 St. Paul, MN

Teach & Learn Spanish is so easy to use! 
My teachers have had no problems in-
tegrating the curriculum even with NO 
Spanish background. It is designed for 
everyone to use. The kids love it and are 
learning so much! What a great addition 
to our program!

Blair Schipper
Childcare Program Director
YMCA
Minneapolis, MN

I have been absolutely impressed with The-
resa and the Teach & Learn Spanish pro-
gram. My daughter is coming home every 
week with exciting new things she is learn-
ing. She often counts in Spanish with out 
even thinking about it and she loves to tell 
me colors while we are out and about.  Also, 
Theresa provides the most wonderful on-
line support tools so I can participate in my 
daughters’ learning.

Ashley Howard
Preschool Parent
Eagan, MN

I have no previous knowledge of Spanish 
but I am learning as I go! The vocabulary 
tables and CDs give me the confidece to 
teach it. I like being able to watch the train-
ing videos to help me prepare. Parents tell 
me that their kids love showing off what they 
are leanring at home. My students are so ex-
cited for Spanish. The games keep their in-
terest and keep them engaged. I would ab-
solutely recommend Teach & Learn Spanish 
to others!

Robin Klippenstein
Classroom Teacher
Especially for Children 
Twin Cities, MN
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What is  
Teach & Learn 

Spanish™?

Teach & Learn Spanish™ 
is a remarkable  new curriculum that 

empowers teachers & parents with any 
level of Spanish (even beginners) to 

become instant Spanish teachers 
for children ages 3 to 8!

Designed 
especially for:

• Childcare Centers
• Homeschool Families

• Spanish Immersion Families
• Elementary Schools
• Families with Kids

• Tutors
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You can have any level of 
Spanish and teach it!

Teach & Learn Spanish™ breaks the barrier of having to know 
or be fluent in Spanish in order to teach it. It used to be that 
childcare centers and elementary schools had to hire a Spanish 
teacher and moms and dads had to find a Spanish tutor. Not any-
more! Teach & Learn Spanish™ makes it possible for classroom 
teachers to teach Spanish! Furthermore, they benefit along with 
the students because they get to learn or brush up on Spanish 
while they teach it! If you already have a Spanish teacher on staff, 
this is the ideal curriculum for them! 

Teach & Learn Spanish™ 
is revolutionizing how adults and 
children learn Spanish...together!

Why is it Unique? 
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What is 
“Spanish by the Month”?

Teach & Learn Spanish™ is launching its first curriculum line 
in 2017. It’s called “Spanish by the Month™.” It includes 12 
lesson plan books (averaging 80 pages in length) and accom-
panying CDs, one for each month of the year. The CDs help 
you pronounce Spanish correctly and they teach many of the activ-
ities for you. They capture your student’s attention with silly sound 
effects, fun songs, chants, exercizes, stories and more! 

Each month highlights a holiday or celebration, (which kids love) 
and practical vocabulary is taught throughout. Beautiful picture 
and word flashcards and worksheets make up the second half of 
each lesson plan book. Captivating activities make the lessons in-
credibly fun to teach!

You can begin with the current month’s lesson and continue in or-
der through the year-long curriculum. 
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Lesson Books:
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Accompanying Lesson CDs:
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How Can My Staff 
Teach Spanish

 If They Don’t Know It?

Teach & Learn Spanish™ combines the following strategies that make 
it possible for your staff and/or you to teach Spanish even if you don’t know it. 

1. Step-by-Step Lesson Plans
    Every activity is written in English and explained in detail so you 
    know exactly what to do.

2. Vocabulary Tables & Pronunciation CD
    Teach & Learn Spanish Vocabulary Tables™ like the one on the next
    page, together with the CD, help you pronounce words and phrases
    correctly. In addition to helping with pronunciation, the CD teaches 
    many of the activities for you. Play the CD, sit back and enjoy learning
    Spanish with your students.The variety of catchy songs, chants and
    silly sound effects keep your students engaged and asking for more!

4. Training
    The author offers on-site motivational training sessions for your staff.      
    She demonstrates how easy and fun teaching Spanish is with the 
    Teach & Learn curriculum. She shows you how to utilize the CD, 
    games, flash cards, the puppet, etc.  Another option is to watch the 
    training videos.They boost your confidence and get you super 
    excited to teach the variety of fun activites! The training videos are 
    available in the store at:

 www.oneilllanguage.com
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CD
Track 18 English Spanish Pronunciation

1. red  rojo row-hoe

2. blue azul ah-sool

3. green verde bear-day

4. yellow amarillo ah-ma-dee-yo

5. black negro nay-grow

6 orange anaranjado ah-nah-run-ha-doe

7. white blanco blong-co

 Teach & Learn Spanish™ Vocabulary Table

Read the pronunciation 
column as though you

are reading English. Stress 
the syllables that are in bold

and underlined. 

Every word and phrase is 
listed in English and in Span-
ish so you know exactly what 

you’re teaching. 

Every line is 
pronounced on
the accompany-

ing CD. This table 
is pronounced on 

Track 18 of the 
Spanish In 

December CD

VOCABULARY TABLES

Below is a vocabulary table 
from the Spanish In December Lesson
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Are there other 
cool features?

Yes! Teach & Learn Spanish™ in-
cludes everything your classroom or 
home needs to bring Spanish to life! The 
monthly lesson include a variety of the 
FUN activities listed on the next page:

Yes! Teach &Yes! Teach &

(Farm animal border is from the Spanish In August lesson) 
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GAMES

PUPPETS ROLE-PLAY

DANCE

CULTURE

ART

STORY TIMEPUPPETS
EXERCISE

singing
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ROLE-PLAY

CULTURE

ART

EXERCISE

Beautiful picture and 
word flash cards are 
provided with each 

lesson. To further assist       
you, every flashcard 

      includes the 
        pronunciation 
         and English 

         translation. See
          the examples on

          the following
            pages.  

(Snowman border is from the Spanish In January lesson) 

FLASH CARDS
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el perro
(el pay-rrow)

the dog

(Animal flashcards are from the Spanish In August lesson)

el perro 
(el pay-rrow)

the dog
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(Animal flashcards are from the Spanish In August lesson)

el pelo
(el pay-low)

the hair

(Parts of the head flashcards are from the Spanish In January lesson)

el pelo 
(el pay-low)

the hair

el pelo
(el pay-low)

the hair
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un perro caliente
(oon pay-rro call-ee-en-tay)

a hotdog

(Picnic food flashcards are from the Spanish In July lesson)

un perro 
caliente

(oon pay-rro call-ee-en-tay)
a hotdog
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(Picnic food flashcards are from the Spanish In July lesson)

A
 B

 C
 D

 E
 F

  G
 

H
 I

  J
 K

 L
 M

 N
  

Ñ
 O

 P
 Q

 R
 S

 T
  

U
 V

 W
 X

 Y
 Z

(This alphabet visual is from the Spanish in April lesson) 
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(Birthday cake visual is from the Spanish In January lesson)
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(Birthday cake visual is from the Spanish In January lesson)

Worksheets 
review and reinforce 
what is learned. They 
include pronunciation 

and English translations 
so when the worksheets 
are completed and go 
home, parents under-
stand what their child 
is learning. Separate 

worksheet books, color-
ign sheets and stickers 
will soon be available. 
See  the examples on 

the following 
two pages.  

WORKSHEETS

(Leprechaun border is from the Spanish In March lesson) 
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Nombre: ______________________________  Fecha:____________________________

Color the flower!
¡Colorea la flor!

azul
 (ah-sool)

blue

rosado
(row-sah-doe)

pink 

morado
(mow-rah-doe)

purple

verde
 (bear-day)

green

amarillo
(ah-mah-dee-yo)

yellow

anaranjado 
(ah-nah-rawn-hah-doe)

(orange) 

café
(cah-fay)
brown 

Nome-bray (Name) Faye-chah (Date)

(¡Co-lore-day-ah lah floord!)

verde
(bear-day)

green

Can you 
say the 

colors in 
Spanish?

rojo
(row-hoe)

red

(This worksheet is from the Spanish In February lesson )
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(This worksheet is from the Spanish In February lesson )

Color the turkey (el pavo). Make up a silly name for your turkey and write it on the line. 
Compare funny names with your classmates! Teach your family how to say “Turkey” 
in Spanish; “El Pavo”pronounced (El Paw-bow).  

Nombre: _____________________________ Fecha: ___________________
Nome-bray (Name) Faye-chah (Date)

Color the Turkey
Colorea el Pavo
(Co-lore-a-ah el Paw-bow)

(This worksheet is from the Spanish In November lesson )
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Parent 
Newsletters 

Parents love the interactive Spanish newsletters because they 
can follow along with what their child is learning.  The news-
letters include advice for reviewing Spanish at home along 
with interactive flash cards and free song and audio files tak-
en directly from the lessons. Below is a picture of the news-
letter webpage. Tell parents they can find the newsletters at:  

www.oneilllanguage.com/newsletters
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1. On-Site Training 
2. Training Videos

The creator and author of Teach & Learn Spanish™, Theresa 
Gunderson offers on-site, motivational training. She models how 
easy and fun it is to teach Spanish using the CD, flash cards, 
games, puppet, etc. She even gives away prizes! To schedule 
Theresa for on-site training at your school or child-
care center, email her at: director@oneilllanguage.com

Another option is to download the monthly training videos so 
that you and your staff can watch them as often as you like. They 
boost your confidence and get you super excited to teach the va-
riety of fun activites! If you don’t know Spanish, one of these train-
ing courses is for you! The training videos are available in the 
store at: www.oneilllanguage.com Below is Theresa filiming the 
Spanish in March™ Training Videos. 
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Practical 
Vocabulary

Holidays &
Celebrations:

New Years
Valentine’s Day
St. Patrick’s Day
April Fool’s Day
Mother’s Day
Father’s Day
5 de Mayo
Fourth of July
Halloween
Santa Claus

Alphabet
Asking/telling name
Beverages
Chores
Clothes
Classoom objects
Classroom rules
Colors
Compliments
Days of the week
Family
Farm animals
Fruit
Insects
Food

Feelings
Months of the year
Numbers 1-100
Parts of the head
Parts of the body
Playground
Professions/Jobs
Setting the table/dishes
Swimming/beach/pool
Toys
Washing hands
Waterday
Weather
Winter outdoor clothes
Yard & garden

Vocabulary Themes:
   An impressive variety of vocabulary is taught during the year:
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   An impressive variety of vocabulary is taught during the year:

Minimal 
Prep Time!

Everything is including and prepared for you! Simply read 
the lesson plan, gather the visuals and flashcards that are in-
cluded and teach! The picture below shows an example of 
how to organize the monthly curriclum. Prior to using, lam-
inate the visuals and flashcards and put them in labeled 
hanging files.This way they will last for years and you 
and other teacheres will be able to find them with ease!
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About the 
Author:

Theresa Gunderson

Theresa Gunderson is Executive Director of O'Neill Language 
Academy, Inc. (OLA) located in St. Paul, Minnnesota. OLA was 
established in 1991 and has an A+ rating with the Better Busi-
ness Bureau of Minnesota. 

Theresa earned her Bachelor’s Degree in Spanish and Master’s 
Degree in Teaching Second Languages & Cultures Education 
from the University of Minnesota. She received her Elementa-
ry Education Degree from Augsburg College. Prior to starting 
O’Neill Language Academy with her husband, she studied and 
taught English in Madrid, Spain followed by teaching the 3rd 
and 4th grades at a Spanish Immersion school in the Twin Cit-
ies. She has been teaching Spanish and English to all ages and 
creating second language curriculum in nine languages for over 
25 years. 

Theresa and her husband are raising their children bilingually 
in Spanish and English. Theresa’s goal as creator and author 
of Teach & Learn Spanish™ is to empower others to become 
awesome Spanish teachers no matter their level or background 
in Spanish and to spread the love for Spanish among 3-8 year 
old children throughout the United States and the world. 
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Order Today!

 
To order Spanish by the Month™ books, Cds and Training Videos go to 
the store at www.oneilllanguage.com You can purchase Spanish by the 
Month™ as a monthly subscription, or you can purchase the entire year 
and receive a discount. To receive the discount, email or call to place 
your order. Hardcopy orders are mailed to you. Softcopy orders can be 
downloaded onto your computer, ipad or smart phone. 

Spanish by the Month:™ Hard Copy, Mailed to You
One Month:  --------------------------------------------------------- $ 39.99 
Year Long Curriculum (12 lessons and CDs)------------------ $455.89

Spanish by the Month:™ Downloadable Soft Copy
One Month:  ---------------------------------------------------------- $29.99 
Year Long Curriculum (12 lessons and CDs)------------------ $341.89

Spanish by the Month:™ Training Videos
Any Month: One Downloaded Copy-----------------------------$ 29.99
12 Months of Training Videos ------------------------------------ $341.89

On-Site Training by the Author: Theresa Gunderson
1 hour at one location: ---------------------------------------------$125
2-3 hours at one location-------------------------------------------$99
2-3 hours at two or more locations------------------------------$85/location
(On-site training prices do not include travel expenses if outside of Twin Cities.)

Note: Copyright © 2017 by O’Neill Language Academy, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Child care 
centers and schools must purchase separate books and CDs for each class or classroom in which 
Spanish by the Month is taught regardless of how many teachers use it.

-Training Videos Available as Downloads Only
-Prices Do Not Include Shipping or Taxes

Email: director@oneilllanguage.com
 Call OLA: 651.264.0404 

Begin with the present month’s lesson 

and continue on through the year!
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Begin the Spanish by the Month™ series 
with the current month and continue on from there!

In the Bookstore at www.oneilllanguage.com  


